Key Stage 4 Resources
Resource 1: Lockdown Scenarios
Scenario 1
When it was announced that the country was going into lockdown, Stacey’s older cousin came
to stay at her house with the rest of her family. He lived in a shared house and couldn’t afford
the rent, so everyone thought it would be better for him to be with them. At first Stacey was
pleased; she looked up to her cousin and he made her laugh. But as the time went on, Stacey
started to feel unsettled around him. She felt like he was looking at her strangely across the
dinner table, and always seemed to end up sitting next to her on the sofa and pushing really
close against her, which made her feel uncomfortable. One evening he came into her room
after everyone else was asleep and climbed into her bed…
The next morning, he acted like everything was normal, and a few days’ later lockdown lifted
and he went back to his house. Stacey hasn’t told anyone what happened that night and isn’t
sure what her parents will say. She’s starting to wonder if maybe it was a dream and didn’t
happen at all?

Scenario 2
Over the summer, Ajay started receiving some really aggressive messages online. They were
making offensive comments about where he is from and commenting on the colour of his skin.
Someone set up a website dedicated to making jokes about him called ‘We hate Ajay’ and has
posted loads of photos of him with offensive language scribbled all over them. People have
been commenting on them anonymously and he’s feeling really humiliated and angry. He’s
pretty sure it’s someone from school who must have started it, but he doesn’t know who. Now
he’s back at school it seems like everyone is talking behind his back and laughing at him.
Yesterday, there was a death threat left in his locker. He’s feeling really afraid and doesn’t know
how to deal with the situation without looking weak or making everything worse.

Scenario 3
Ryan had been in a relationship with Dina for a few months before lockdown happened. At first
it was fine because they were still messaging and face-timing loads. But as time went on, Dina
started accusing Ryan of not having any time for her, ignoring her messages and taking ages to
reply. Ryan didn’t think that was fair; he usually only left it for a few minutes, and sometimes he
couldn’t reply straight away because he was doing online lessons. When he tried to explain,
Dina starting saying nasty things about him and criticising everything about him, saying he was
a lousy boyfriend and she deserved better. A few weeks later, she posted on her social media
that she suspected he was cheating on her. Loads of their friends got involved and some people
have fallen out with Ryan about it, even though it wasn’t true. When Ryan met up with her to
talk it through, she called him a liar and slapped him, leaving a mark. He wants to tell his friend
about what is going on but is worried he will laugh at him for being hit by a girl, and maybe
everyone has already taken Dina’s side anyway?

Resource 2: Disclosure flowchart
What happens when someone chooses to make a disclosure?
What rights does someone have when they make a disclosure?
A person who chooses to speak to someone about what has
happened has the right to:
Choose who to speak to and feel safe talking to them
Be listened to
Be treated with respected and dignity

Who could someone talk to for
informal advice?

Who could someone talk to if they
wanted to make a formal report?

What might happen next?
for example, they might be supported
to make a formal report.

What might happen next?
for example, they might be asked to
give a statement.

How might talking help the person?
for example, takes power away from
the abuser

How might reporting help the person?
for example, feeling a sense of justice.

What types of ongoing support are available to someone who makes a disclosure?
A person might access any of the following:
Counselling to help them process what happened
Advice from online services, charities and community groups
Legal representation and help to navigate the criminal justice system
(if choosing to prosecute).

Resource 3: Disclosure flowchart - Teachers answers
What happens when someone chooses to make a disclosure?
What rights does someone have when they make a disclosure?
A person who chooses to speak to someone about what has
happened has the right to:
Choose who to speak to and feel safe talking to them
Be listened to
Be treated with respected and dignity

Who could someone talk to for
informal advice?
Friend
Family member (for example, parent or
sibling)
Online support service (for example,
Childline)

Who could someone talk to if they
wanted to make a formal report?
Teacher
Police officer or social worker
Online reporting service (for example
CEOP)

What might happen next?
They might be supported to make a
formal report.
The person they tell can start to give
them support for what has happened.
The person can be directed to ongoing
support.

What might happen next?
Might be asked to give a statement.
Abuser might be questioned, arrested
or charged.
The person would be directed to
ongoing support.

How might talking help the person?
Takes power away from the abuser.
Removes the burden of carrying a
secret.
Is the first step to getting help and
ending the abuse.
Allows others to start to help.

How might reporting help the person?
Feeling a sense of justice or closure.
The abuser can be charged and
punished.
It will bring an end to the abuse.
Relieving anxiety about the abuser
hurting anyone else.

What types of ongoing support are available to someone who makes a disclosure?
A person might access any of the following:
Counselling to help them process what happened
Advice from online services, charities and community groups
Legal representation and help to navigate the criminal justice system
(if choosing to prosecute).

